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Abstract—Automated program repair can potentially reduce

debugging costs and improve software quality but recent studies

have drawn attention to shortcomings in the quality of automati-

cally generated repairs. We propose a new kind of repair that uses

the large body of existing open-source code to find potential fixes.

The key challenges lie in efficiently finding code semantically

similar (but not identical) to defective code and then appropri-

ately integrating that code into a buggy program. We present

SearchRepair, a repair technique that addresses these challenges

by (1) encoding a large database of human-written code fragments

as SMT constraints on input-output behavior, (2) localizing a

given defect to likely buggy program fragments and deriving the

desired input-output behavior for code to replace those fragments,

(3) using state-of-the-art constraint solvers to search the database

for fragments that satisfy that desired behavior and replacing the

likely buggy code with these potential patches, and (4) validating

that the patches repair the bug against program test suites. We

find that SearchRepair repairs 150 (19%) of 778 benchmark C

defects written by novice students, 20 of which are not repaired

by GenProg, TrpAutoRepair, and AE. We compare the quality of

the patches generated by the four techniques by measuring how

many independent, not-used-during-repair tests they pass, and

find that SearchRepair-repaired programs pass 97.3% of the tests,

on average, whereas GenProg-, TrpAutoRepair-, and AE-repaired

programs pass 68.7%, 72.1%, and 64.2% of the tests, respectively.

We conclude that SearchRepair produces higher-quality repairs

than GenProg, TrpAutoRepair, and AE, and repairs some defects

those tools cannot.

I. INTRODUCTION
Buggy software costs the global economy billions of dollars

annually [8], [60]. One major reason software defects are so
expensive is that software companies must dedicate considerable
developer time [75] to manually finding and fixing bugs in
their software. Unfortunately, manual bug repair, the industry
standard, is largely unable to keep up with the volume of defects
in extant software [2]. Despite their established detrimental
impact on a company’s bottom line, known defects ship in
mature software projects [45], and many defects, including
those that are security-critical, remain unaddressed for long
periods of time [32].

At the same time, the expansion of the open-source
movement has led to many large, publicly accessible source
code databases, such as GitHub, BitBucket, and SourceForge.
Because many programs include routines, data structures, and
designs that have been previously implemented in other software
projects [11], [12], [24], we posit that, if a method or component
of a software system contains a defect, with high probability,
there exists a similar but correct version of that component
in some publicly accessible software project. The research
challenge lies in how to automatically find and use such
implementations to repair bugs.

Our key idea is to use semantic code search [68] over

existing open-source code to find correct implementations
of buggy components and methods, and use the results to
automatically generate patches for software defects. Semantic
search identifies code by what it does, rather than by syn-
tactic keywords. We develop SearchRepair, a new technique
predicated on our idea. SearchRepair:

1) Encodes a large database of human-written code fragments
as satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) constraints on their
input-output behavior.

2) Localizes a defect to likely buggy program fragments.
3) Constructs, for each fragment, a lightweight input-output

profile that characterizes desired functional behavior as
SMT constraints.

4) Searches the database, using state-of-the-art constraint
solvers, for fragments that satisfy such a profile. These
fragments become potential patches when contextualized
and inserted into the buggy regions, replacing the original
potentially faulty code.

5) Validates each potential patch against the program test
suite to determine if it indeed repairs the defect in question.

To make SearchRepair possible, we first extend our previous
work in semantic code search [68] to C program fragments.
Second, we adapt spectrum-based fault localization [36] to
identify candidate regions of faulty code and construct input-
output profiles to use as input to semantic search. Third, we
build the infrastructure to perform semantic code search over the
SMT-encoded code database, adapt the returned code fragment
to the defective context via variable renaming, and validate
against provided test suites.

Our goal with SearchRepair is to produce high quality
patches while still addressing a broad range of defects. A
key feature of a high quality patch, whether human- or tool-
generated, is that it generalizes to the full, desired, often
unwritten specification of correct program behavior. This is a
challenge for automatic repair techniques (e.g., [3], [7], [10],
[11], [15], [16], [18], [19], [21], [28], [33], [35], [39], [42],
[48], [49], [50], [51], [52], [54], [56], [57], [61], [69], [70], [73],
[74], [76]), many of which use test suites to guide and evaluate
patching efforts. Modern test-suite guided repair techniques,
particularly those following a generate-and-validate paradigm
(i.e., heuristically constructing and then testing large numbers of
candidate repairs), although typically general and scalable, often
produce poor-quality patches that overfit to the specification
test suites used to guide patch generation [20], [57], [65].

By definition, test suites only encode a partial specification
of correct behavior. A patch that is correct according to a given
test suite may therefore not be fully correct when evaluated with
respect to a hypothetical full correctness specification. This is
analogous to the well-known machine learning phenomenon
of overfitting to an objective function, where the program
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repair objective is defined as satisfying a given partial correct
specification (test suite). Since there are infinitely many
programs that satisfy any given partial specification, and a repair
technique can produce any one of them, there is reasonably high
probability that a resulting repaired program will not adhere
to the unwritten, full, desired specification, absent additional
efforts to ensure quality control.

To that end, there are two primary ways that SearchRepair
differs from previous repair approaches. First, because it
uses test cases to guide a semantic search for candidate
fix code, it bridges the gap between correct-by-construction
techniques [35], [49], [50], [52], [70] predicated on program
synthesis and generate-and-validate techniques that heuristi-
cally create and then test large numbers of candidate repairs [1],
[11], [12], [15], [18], [39], [47], [54], [57], [63], [69], [73],
[74]. Second, although several previous techniques also reuse
human-written code from elsewhere in a program, or instantiate
human-written templates to effect local changes, SearchRepair
identifies larger sections of human-written candidate fix code
from other projects, which it uses to replace defective regions
wholesale. Because code is repetitive and often reimplements
routines [5], [11], [12], [24], it may be possible to find correct
alternative versions of a given buggy piece of functionality in
other software systems, given a sufficiently large database.

Our core assumption is that a larger block of human-
written code, such as a method body, that fits a given partial
specification is more likely to satisfy the unwritten specification
than a randomly chosen set of smaller edits generated with
respect to the same partial specification. Human developers
typically possess a notion of desired full correctness that is
not necessarily completely captured by a partial test suite, but
encoded nonetheless in the resulting functionality. Reusing
human-written code at this higher level of granularity is thus
more likely to result in patches that capture the underlying
human intuition than are smaller edits. Consider an example of
a program that has a bug in a subroutine that sorts an array of
integers. No finite set of tests can uniquely define sorting the
array. Using a test suite, automated program repair is as likely
to produce a sorting routine as it is to produce a different routine
that works for the example tests but fails on other, unwritten
tests. However, in a large body of human-written code, there
are many more sorting routines than other routines that satisfy
such tests, so searching for such a human-written routine is
more likely to generalize to the unwritten specification.

Our evaluation shows that at least in the context of our
experiments, this core assumption holds. Simultaneously, while
SearchRepair repairs a similar fraction of defects to Gen-
Prog [42], [74], TrpAutoRepair [56], and AE [73], SearchRepair
can address some defects that none of the other techniques
patch. This suggests that SearchRepair is complementary to
prior work, able to tackle defects that were previously not
amenable to repair via state-of-the-art generate-and-validate
techniques.

We evaluate SearchRepair on a benchmark of 778 C
defects written by novice students [43]. This benchmark was
specifically designed to evaluate program repair techniques,
and among other features, each defect in this benchmark has
two independent test suites, allowing us to repair the defect
with SearchRepair, GenProg, TrpAutoRepair, and AE using
one test suite, and then evaluate the quality of the repair on
the independent test suite [65]. We find that the quality of
SearchRepair’s repairs is much higher on average than that

of the other techniques. SearchRepair-repaired programs pass
97.3% of the held-out tests, on average, whereas GenProg-,
TrpAutoRepair-, and AE-repaired programs pass 68.7%, 72.1%,
and 64.2% of the held-out tests, respectively.
This paper’s main contributions are:
• An extension of state-of-the-art semantic code search to new

primitives and functions, and an implementation for the C
programming language.

• SearchRepair, a semantic-code-search-based automated pro-
gram repair approach and its implementation, including an
extension of spectrum-based fault localization for use in
identifying candidate fragments of defective code:
https://github.com/ProgramRepair/SearchRepair/.

• An evaluation on 778 defects showing that SearchRepair
can repair 150 (19.3%) of them. Of the 310 defects
that SearchRepair, GenProg, TrpAutoRepair, or AE repairs,
20 (6.5%) are only repaired by SearchRepair. We also
demonstrate that SearchRepair produces significantly higher
quality repairs, on average, as compared to the other tools.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section II provides relevant background on the state-of-the-art
in semantic code search, automatic defect repair, and measuring
patch quality. Section III details the SearchRepair approach.
Section IV evaluates SearchRepair and compares it with three
other repair techniques. Section V places our work in the
context of related research. Finally, Section VI summarizes
our contributions.

II. BACKGROUND
We begin by introducing background concepts in semantic

code search in Section II-A, automated program repair in
Section II-B, and limitations of current repair techniques,
focusing on output quality, in Section II-C.

A. Semantic code search
In this paper, we extend our prior work on input-output

example-based semantic code search [66], [67], [68]. We detail
our extensions and illustrate with examples in Section III and
focus in this subsection on a high-level overview to ground the
subsequent material.

Code search uses a specification to identify code in a
repository that matches that specification. Syntactic code search
uses syntactic features such as keywords and variable names
as the specification. For example, a developer trying to find
a method for string replacement in C might search for “C
string replace”. By contrast, semantic search uses behavioral
properties as the specification. For example, the developer
could supply several input-output pairs for the desired string
replacement function, demonstrating by example the desire for
code that performs replacement. Semantic code search offers
the notable advantage over keyword-based search because a
developer can search by example, and need not guess the words
that describe the behavior.

All search involves indexing and searching. Indexing
constructs the database of information over which the search
will be performed. Searching uses a user- or tool-supplied
query to identify potential results, often ranked by predicted
relevance, from the indexed database. Our approach to semantic
code search (1) indexes code fragments by converting them
to symbolic constraints describing their input-output behavior,
and (2) converts input-output example queries into additional
constraints describing desired behavior and uses off-the-shelf
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SMT solvers to identify indexed fragments that satisfy the
desired behavior constraints:
Indexing source code as SMT constraints. The indexing
step happens offline and produces a database relating code
fragments to be searched to sets of SMT constraints over the
input-output behavior and the segment’s type signature. For
each fragment, symbolic execution [13], [14], [40] enumerates
the feasible paths through it and our approach converts code
constructs and predicates controlling each path’s execution
into SMT constraints describing variable types and values.
The fragment’s SMT encoding is the disjunction of the paths’
constraints. Section III-B describes this encoding process in
more detail.
Searching with an input-output specification. To find code
in the database that matches desired behavior expressed as input-
output pairs, our approach converts the input-output pairs into
SMT constraints over the inputs and outputs. For each fragment
in the database that satisfies the required type signature, the
approach conjoins the fragment’s constraint set with those
describing desired behavior and invokes an SMT solver to
determine if the overall set of constraints is satisfiable (subject to
a mapping constraint between the variables in the input-output
pair to those in the fragment). If the overall set is satisfiable,
the constraints describing the code fragment satisfy the partial
behavioral specification imposed by the input-output pairs, and
the fragment is returned as a potential match. Section III-E
describes this search process in more detail.

B. Automatic program repair
The high costs of defective software motivates research

in automatically and generically repairing bugs. The input
to any such technique is typically a program with a defect
and a mechanism to validate correct and incorrect behavior
in that program. One class of such techniques is correct-
by-construction repair. These techniques rely on inferred or
provided specifications to guide sound patch synthesis [19],
[35], [49], [50], [70], [71]. The other primary class of repair
approaches is generate-and-validate repair, which uses search-
based software engineering techniques [31], [57], [69] or
predefined repair templates [15], [39], [54] to generate many
candidate patches for a bug, and then validate them using
indicative workloads or test suites.

In this work, we compare SearchRepair to three prior
generate-and-validate techniques: GenProg [42], [44], [72],
[74], TrpAutoRepair [56], and AE [73]. (TrpAutoRepair was
also published under the name RSRepair in “The strength of
random search on automated program repair” by Yuhua Qi,
Xiaoguang Mao, Yan Lei, Ziying Dai, and Chengsong Wang
in the 2014 International Conference on Software Engineering;
we refer to the original name in this paper.) All three of
these techniques are publicly available and open-source, all
target C programs, and all are general in the types of defects
they repair. Generate-and-validate techniques differ in (1) how
they choose which program locations to modify, (2) which
modifications they permit, and (3) how they validate candidate
patches. These differences encapsulate the three key hurdles
that such techniques must overcome to find patches [73].
First, such a technique must localize the defect to a set
of candidate program locations to be potentially changed.
Previous techniques, including the three to which we compare
in this work, typically use or adapt prior fault localization
work [36], [59] to identify promising locations. Second, such a

technique must modify the code in an attempt to repair it. This
describes the fix space of a particular program repair problem.
GenProg, TrpAutoRepair, and AE address this challenge using
the observation that programs are often internally repetitive [5],
[25] and limit changes to deleting constructs and copying
constructs from elsewhere in the same program. TrpAutoRepair
and AE restrict attention to single-edit patches. Third, such a
technique validates candidate patches and uses the results of
that validation to dictate how the space of candidate patches
will be traversed. GenProg, TrpAutoRepair, and AE, and most
prior techniques, evaluate patches using test cases.

GenProg uses the test results to define an objective function
that informs an evolutionary search [22], [41] over the space of
candidate patches. TrpAutoRepair samples candidate patches
randomly, and gains efficiency by prioritizing the test case
execution order, and only runs as many test cases as necessary
to find one that fails. AE is deterministic and uses heuristic
computation of program equivalence to prune the space of
possible repairs, selectively choosing which tests to use to
validate intermediate patch candidates. AE uses the same
change operators as GenProg and TrpAutoRepair, but rather
than using a genetic or randomized search algorithm, AE
exhaustively searches through the space of all non-equivalent
k-distance edits (with published evaluations using k = 1).

C. Measuring patch quality
Generate-and-validate repair has been shown to scale to

bugs in large systems, with human-competitive costs [19],
[35], [39], [42], [50], [54], [70]. However, such techniques
provide no correctness guarantees besides validation against the
provided workloads or tests and tend to generate short patches.
It may therefore be difficult for them to repair complex defects.
Importantly, such techniques may produce lower quality patches
than those written by humans [23], [39], and recent studies have
identified significant concerns with the functional correctness
of automatically-repaired programs [20], [57], [65].

One way to measure the quality of a repair is to obtain a
separate, independent test suite that the repair technique cannot
access when generating the repair. This test suite offers a
second, independent partial specification. Repairs that adhere
to the unwritten, full specification will satisfy both the test
suites. Meanwhile, repairs that overfit to the test suite used
during repair generation may not satisfy the independent test
suite. Thus, such a second test suite can be used to estimate
repair quality.

In this work, we use a benchmark of 778 defects, each
with two such independent test suites, specifically designed
for evaluating automated repair [43]. Prior experiments with
GenProg, TrpAutoRepair, and AE on this benchmark have
shown that, on this dataset, these tools produce repairs that
pass only 68.7%, 72.1%, and 64.2%, respectively, of the tests in
the independent test suite not used during patch generation [65].

The rest of this paper describes the technique that makes
repair via searching for human-written code possible and tests
our hypotheses that such human-written code can be used to
repair defects, and that the quality of the repairs is higher.
Section IV will show that this approach does repair defects,
that it repairs some defects that prior techniques cannot repair,
and that the resulting repairs pass, on average, 97.3% of the
independent tests not used during repair generation.



1 int main() {
2 int a, b, c, median = 0;
3 printf("Please enter 3 numbers separated by spaces >");
4 scanf("%d%d%d", &a, &b, &c);
5 if ((a<=b && a>=c) || (a>=b && a<=c))
6 median = a;
7 else if ((b<=a && b>=c) || (b>=a && b<=c))
8 median = b;
9 else if ((c<=b && a>=c) || (c>=b && a<=c))

10 median = c;
11 printf("%d is the median", median);
12 return 0;
13 }

Fig. 1: A student-written, buggy program to print the median
of three integers. Note that the comparison between variables a

and c on line 9 are flipped, such that c will never be identified
as the median.

input expected program test
output output result

t1 9 9 9 "9 is the median" "9 is the median" pass
t2 0 2 3 "2 is the median" "2 is the median" pass
t3 0 1 0 "0 is the median" "0 is the median" pass
t4 0 2 1 "1 is the median" "0 is the median" fail
t5 8 2 6 "6 is the median" "0 is the median" fail

Fig. 2: Five test cases for the program from Figure 1.

III. SEARCHREPAIR

We propose SearchRepair, a tool for automated program
repair using semantic code search. SearchRepair uses fault
localization to identify buggy fragments of code. For each
identified candidate buggy fragment, SearchRepair extracts
program state in the form of dynamic variable values over the
test cases. The program state before and after each fragment on
a single test case forms one input-output example. The values
for passing test cases form positive input-output examples; the
values for failing test cases form negative input-output examples
whose corresponding behavior a repaired program should avoid.
The full set of these input-output examples is called a profile.
SearchRepair uses these profiles to search a database of code
to find code fragments that can serve as potential patches,
replacing the buggy fragments. Once a potential patch is found,
SearchRepair renames the variables to fit the context, replaces
the buggy code with the patch, and runs all tests. If all tests
pass, SearchRepair accepts the patch; otherwise, SearchRepair
moves on to another patch. This process continues until a patch
is found or all matches from the semantic search are exhausted.

SearchRepair extends our prior work on input-output
example-based semantic code search [67], [68], which targeted
Java and encoded fewer primitives and functions than SearchRe-
pair. SearchRepair targets C code, supports all primitives and
mathematical functions from the Java implementation, and
additionally encodes char* variables, the modulo operator, and
the string library functions isdigit, islower, isupper, strcmp,
and strncmp.

In this section, we describe SearchRepair in detail, starting
with an illustrative example.

(a) fully correct code fragment:
1 if((x <= y && x >= z) || (x >= y && x <=z))
2 m = x;
3 else if((y <= x && y >= z) || (y >= x && y <= z))
4 m = y;
5 else
6 m = z;

(b) partially correct code fragment:
1 if ((a <= b && a >= c) || (a >= b && a <= c))
2 median = a;
3 else if ((b <= a && b >= c) || (b >= a && b <= c))
4 median = b;
5 else if ((c <= b && a <= c) || (c >= b && a <= c))
6 median = c;

Fig. 3: Two candidate code fragments to be used to replace
lines 5–10 in Figure 1. Code fragment (a) repairs the bug,
passing all five tests; meanwhile, (b) only partially repairs the
bug, as tests t1, t2, t3, and t5 pass, but test t4 still fails.

A. Illustrative example
We use a short program (Figure 1) and a test suite (Figure 2)

to illustrate the concepts underlying SearchRepair.
Prior to initiating any particular repair effort, SearchRepair

constructs a database of candidate repair code fragments over
which the semantic search for repairs will be conducted. These
fragments can come from code in open-source repositories,
large in-house code bases, or any other source of code fragments.
As Section III-B describes, indexing will create a database
relating the code fragments to their type signatures and sets of
constraints on their input-output behavior. For introducing the
example program, we will assume this database already exists.

Consider the code in Figure 1, adapted from one of
the student programming assignments we use to evaluate
SearchRepair in Section IV. The main function takes three
integers from the user, and identifies and prints their median.
This code is partially incorrect, as the test suite in Figure 2
exposes. Of the five test cases t1–t5 in Figure 2, t4 and t5 fail
on this code. This is because when c is the median and a 6= c,
the code always outputs zero (the default value of median),
rather than the value of c, because the if predicate on line 9
is incorrect.

SearchRepair uses tests and dynamic fault localization
to identify likely buggy regions. Assume fault localization
correctly identifies line 9 in Figure 1 as potentially buggy.
SearchRepair attempts to replace the entire block of control
flow (the full if-then-else block in lines 5–10), as Section III-C
explains in detail.

Next, SearchRepair observes the test case executions around
this code fragment to construct input and output states in
terms of the observed runtime values of the local variables
(Section III-D). The passing test cases characterize correct
behavior: Executing t1, the input program state (state before
line 5) is {a = 9, b = 9, c = 9, median = 0}. The output program
state (state after line 10) is {a = 9, b = 9, c = 9, median = 9}.
Similarly, the failing test cases characterize behavior to be
avoided: Executing t4, the input and output program states
are both {a = 0, b = 2, c = 1, median = 0. The overall input-
output profile, generated from the five test cases, consists one
input-output state pair per test case, annotated with whether
the behavior is correct. Figure 4 shows a full profile for the
example.



test input input state output state test result

t1 9 9 9 a:9:int b:9:int c:9:int median:0:int a:9:int b:9:int c:9:int median:9:int pass
t2 0 2 3 a:0:int b:2:int c:3:int median:0:int a:0:int b:2:int c:3:int median:2:int pass
t3 0 1 0 a:0:int b:1:int c:0:int median:0:int a:0:int b:1:int c:0:int median:0:int pass
t4 2 0 1 a:0:int b:2:int c:1:int median:0:int a:0:int b:2:int c:1:int median:0:int fail
t5 2 8 6 a:2:int b:8:int c:6:int median:0:int a:2:int b:8:int c:6:int median:0:int fail

Fig. 4: An input-output profile for the program from Figure 1, constructed using the test suite from Figure 2.

A profile, such as the one in Figure 4, serves as input to
the semantic search engine described in Section III-E, which
searches the database of code fragments constructed by the
indexing step. SearchRepair considers each code fragment the
search finds as a potential patch (subject to variable renaming),
integrates it into the program, and runs the test suites to check
if it repairs the defect (Section III-F). For example, the code
fragment in Figure 3(a) can be used to construct a repair for
lines 5–10 in the program in Figure 1 such that it passes all
the test cases in Figure 2. Note, however, that the variable
names Figure 3(a) do not match those used in the original
program. SearchRepair modifies such fragments by mapping the
variables in the original code context to those in the candidate fix
fragment. For this example, one of the several valid mappings
is x 7! a, y 7! c, z 7! b, and m 7! median. The resulting modified
program passes all test cases, as desired.

B. Indexing for semantic code search
As Section II-A summarized, SearchRepair indexes a set

of code fragments to create a searchable database. This
section illustrates indexing with an example code fragment
from Figure 3(a). Indexing consist of:
Collecting candidate source code fragments. SearchRepair
collects entire blocks of statements surrounded by predicates
(e.g., for statements inside if-then-else conditions, SearchRe-
pair captures the entire if-then-else block), and sequences of 1
to 5 statements of code. This captures our intuition that higher-
granularity patches are more likely to lead to higher-quality
patches than lower-granularity patches, while still enabling
sufficiently expressive repair of defects. SearchRepair does not
include in its indexed database code fragments with loops, but
SearchRepair can repair code constructs that contain loops, as
Section III-C further explains. We leave encoding fragments
with loops to future work.
Statically enumerating execution paths in each fragment.

SearchRepair translates all fragments into static single assign-
ment (SSA) format and then uses symbolic execution [13], [14],
[40] to enumerate statically feasible intra-procedural program
paths. These paths consist of variable declarations that contain
the names and types of the variables used in the fragment, as-
sumptions (path conditions) that represent predicates controlling
path execution (e.g., the expression controlling a conditional
branch execution), and statements that capture relevant code
constructs along a path, such as assignments and function
calls. Figure 5 shows the four local variables (vars) and three
paths (p1, p2, and p3) for the C fragment from Figure 3(a).
For multi-path fragments, each feasible path is translated into
a separate set of constraints (described next) and the whole
fragment encoding is a disjunction of the constraints of all the
paths.

vars: LOCAL(int x, int y, int z, int m)

p1: ASSUME[(x <= y && x >= z)|| (x >= y && x <=z)]

STMT[m = x]

p2: ASSUME[not((x <= y && x >= z)|| (x >= y && x <=z))

&& ((y <= x && y >= z)|| (y >= x && y <= z))]

STMT[m = y]

p3: ASSUME[not((x <= y && x >= z)|| (x >= y && x <=z))

&& not((y <= x && y >= z)|| (y >= x && y <= z))]

STMT[m = z]

Fig. 5: The local variables and the three paths that describe
the potential behavior of the C code fragment in Figure 3(a).

Translating paths into SMT constraints over variables and

control flow. There are two types of constraints representing a
fragment’s behavior: those concerning variable declaration and
types (LOCAL in Figure 5), and those concerning variable values
(ASSUME and STMT in Figure 5). Variable types are constrained
to their statically declared types in the program fragment. For
example, the vars in Figure 5 are associated with the following
environment constraint describing in-scope variables:

9x,y,z,m : int (g)

Constraints on variable values are translated from the predicates
that control path execution and explicit statements along
the statically-enumerated path. For example, p1’s execution
assumes the predicate in the first if statement, constraining the
implicated variables accordingly; p2 assumes that the first if

predicate evaluates to false (is negated) but the second (in the
else if on line 3 of Figure 3(a)) is true; etc. These predicates
are captured in the ASSUME statements from Figure 5. Any
remaining statements in a path capture variable manipulation.
Overall, for the fragment from Figure 3(a):

(m = x) ^ ((z  x  y)_ (y  x  z)) (f1)

(m = y) ^ (¬((z  x  y)_ (y  x  z)) ^
((z  y  x)_ (x  y  z))) (f2)

(m = z) ^ (¬((z  x  y)_ (y  x  z)) ^
¬((z  y  x)_ (x  y  z))) (f3)

Each path is thus encoded as a conjunction of the variable
value and type constraints, and the entire fragment is encoded
as a disjunction of all n paths in the fragment:

n_

1
g^fn



SearchRepair ultimately translates all constraints into a
format suitable for the Z3 SMT solver and stores them in a
database. SearchRepair could instead use other SMT solvers
with nonlinear integer arithmetic with uninterpreted function
symbols (UFNIA) theory. Integers and booleans are built-in
types for this SMT theory; strings and characters are not. We
treat characters as integers, translating into associated integer
values when known, and encode strings via constraints on
string length and location and value of each individual character.
Our translation has special handling for common arithmetic
operators and functions, and for string library functions in C;
these translations are novel with respect to our previous work
on semantic search for Java fragments [68].

SearchRepair stores each translated code fragment in a
relational database relating path constraints, original source
code, and type signature of the fragment.

C. Fault localization
We adapt the Tarantula fault localization technique [36] to

identify code fragments that SearchRepair attempts to replace
with patch code. Tarantula is a well-known and foundational
example of a class of techniques that implement spectrum-
based fault localization. Tarantula uses coverage information
provided by a set of passing and failing test cases to compute
suspiciousness scores that characterize the likelihood that a
given statement of code is responsible for a failing test case.
Given a program and a test suite, Tarantula executes each test
in the suite and records each statement the test executes, and
if the test passes or fails. It uses the number of passing and
failing test cases on each executed statement s to compute a
suspiciousness score:

suspiciousness(s)=

s✓
failed(s)

total failed

◆✓
failed(s)

failed(s)+passed(s)

◆

where total failed denotes the total number of failed test
cases, and failed(s) and passed(s) denote, respectively, the
number of failing and passing test cases that execute s. A
high suspiciousness(s) value suggests that s is more likely to
be buggy. Prior work has varied in the weighting of the two
factors in the formula; SearchRepair weights them equally.

Given the buggy program and the passing and failing test
cases, SearchRepair computes the Tarantula suspiciousness
score for fragments in the following way:
1) Compute initial suspiciousness. SearchRepair uses the

test suite to compute the suspiciousness score for each
statement in the program. For the example in Figure 1, this
initial computation assigns the maximal score of 1 to the
if condition on line 9, because it is only executed by the
failing test cases. The preceding predicate (line 7) in the
if-else sequence has the score of 0.71; it is executed by
the failing test cases and some of the passing test cases.
Lines 2–5 and 11–12 are executed by all tests, and have
the score of 0.63. Lines not executed by any failing tests
(lines 6, 8, and 10) receive a score of 0.

2) Identify the most suspicious statement(s). SearchRepair
identifies the line with the highest suspiciousness score
and denotes it pivot. In our example, this is line 9.
If multiple statements share the highest suspiciousness,
SearchRepair designates multiple pivots and identifies
suspicious fragments for each, treating each independently.

3) Select fragments for replacement. If pivot corresponds
to a guarded statement, such as the predicate that controls

a block or loop, SearchRepair will attempt to replace
the entire guarded block as well as the preceding related
control flow (in the case of multiple else-if constructs). In
Figure 1, the pivot statement at line 9 identifies a candidate
replacement fragment corresponding to the statements on
lines 5–10.
If the pivot does not identify such a predicate, SearchRepair
will attempt to replace a set of fragments around the pivot.
The size of the set is defined by a window size. For
example, in our experiments in Section IV, we heuristically
set the window size to no more than five lines, meaning
that SearchRepair attempted to replace up to five different
fragments: the pivot, the pivot with the following line, the
pivot with the following two lines, and so on, until the
window size of five. For cases in which the enclosing C
code block was smaller than the window size, SearchRepair
did not go beyond the code block size.
There to-be-replaceD fragments preserve the granularity of
the fragments encoded in the indexed repository, resulting
in higher-granularity repairs than produced by prior repair
techniques. We hypothesize this increase in granularity
leads to higher-quality patches.
Our experimental results in Section IV show that this ap-

proach can often sufficiently accurately locate buggy fragments
for the defects in our dataset.

D. Obtaining input-output profiles
The fault localization described in Section III-C identifies

candidate code fragments as sites for repair. For each such
identified code fragment, the next step is to extract variables and
their values dynamically from the source code and its execution
on the test cases. The goal is to collect, for each local variable,
its name, type, and value both before and after the execution
of the buggy code fragment. We leave consideration of global
variables for future work. In the program from Figure 1, this
requires identifying the values of a, b, c, and median before
line 5 (input state) and after line 10 (output state). SearchRepair
uses an unoptimized logging procedure to acquire these values
in our experiments.

Figure 4 shows the profile for our example program from
Figure 1 as executed on the test suite from Figure 2. Since
the test cases t1, t2, and t3 pass on the buggy program, the
associated profile has three positive examples, one per test. The
other test cases, t4 and t5, fail, so the associated input-output
examples are negative.

E. Semantic search with an input-output profile
For each candidate buggy code fragment, SearchRepair uses

the associated input-output profile to search the indexed repos-
itory of code fragments (recall Section III-B) for replacement
fragments. The profiles characterize the desired behavior of
the fragment; at a high level, the semantic search identifies
functionally similar code, ideally without the defect in question.
To find code that matches a specified profile, SearchRepair
encodes each input-output example in the profile as SMT
constraints and then uses the Z3 SMT solver [17] to find
fragments in the database that satisfy them.

The first step in searching with an input-output profile is
thus to transform input-output information into SMT constraints.
Similar to the encoding used to construct the database of
candidate replacement fragments (Section III-B), an input-
output profile is described by constraints over the types and
values of implicated variables.



To illustrate, consider a single input-output example that
could describe code that computes the median of three numbers:
{int i = 2, int j = 3, int k = 4} (input) and {int med = 3}
(output). Such an input-output query can be translated into
constraints as:

(9i, j,k,med : int)^
(i = 2)^ ( j = 3)^ (k = 4)^ (med = 3) (Qio)

Because we cannot assume consistent variable names, for
each considered candidate database fragment, SearchRepair
includes constraints encoding all possible mappings between
the inputs and outputs of the profile and the candidate. Consider
the example in Figure 5, whose input variables are x, y, and z. In
some instances, including in this example, we can preemptively
identify the fragment’s output variable, if it is assigned last
on every path (m, in this example; were this not the case, the
number of possible mappings, and thus the mapping constraint,
would be larger). The mapping constraints between the example
input-output pair and this candidate fragment is:
(med=m)̂
(((i=x)^( j=y)^(k=z))_ ((i=x)^( j=z)^(k=y))_
((i=y)^( j=x)^(k=z))_ ((i=y)^( j=z)^(k=x))_
((i=z)^( j=x)^(k=y))_ ((i=z)^( j=y)^(k=x)))

(Mio)

Thus, for each input-output pair io, and for each path n, in
the fragment, the query to the SMT solver is:

g^fn ^Qio ^Mio (search)

If at least one these queries is satisfiable for a particular
fragment, the associated path n satisfies the constraints imposed
by the input-output pair in question. Only one path per input-
output pair needs to be satisfiable for the entire fragment to be
considered a candidate patch.1 When the query is satisfiable,
the SMT solver produces a satisfiable model, which provides a
suitable binding between input-output and fragment variables
consistent with the constraint Mio.

Extending this procedure to the multiple examples included
in the profile of a candidate buggy region requires the separate
encoding of each input-output pair. We define a code fragment
as a match, or potential patch for a candidate faulty code region,
if for each input state and output state pair corresponding to
passing test cases, at least one path satisfies the specification
(Section III-F describes other types of matches, such as partial
matches). SearchRepair currently queries the SMT solver once
per input-output example in a profile and requires variable
mappings to be consistent between each example for a satisfying
fragment to be considered a match.

SearchRepair currently identifies patches using exclusively
the positive input-output examples because positive examples
are more restrictive than negative examples. Intuitively, while
relatively few code fragments satisfy the overall search query
above (conceptually encoding “output must be the median of
the three given inputs”), many more code fragments would
satisfy a negative constraint such as “output may be anything
except the observed incorrect output.” In the absence of positive
examples, the search is likely to return an intractable number
of results. Instead, SearchRepair excludes patches that produce
faulty behavior in the patch evaluation step, described next.

1Note that this is equivalent to a single disjunctive query that considers all
paths in the candidate fragment, but supports precise functionality slicing when
only one path in a candidate implements correct behavior, a full investigation
of which we leave to future work.

F. Evaluating patches
For each match fragment returned by the search, SearchRe-

pair constructs a patch that replaces the buggy fragment in
the program with the matching fragment (the candidate fix
code). The SMT solver produces a satisfying model (recall
Section III-E) detailing how the variables in the input-output
profile from the program state map to the variables in the patch.
Using this mapping, SearchRepair performs variable renaming
on the patch fragment to match the environment of in-scope
variables for the code to be replaced.

SearchRepair applies each such patch to the buggy input
program and reruns the full test suite, classifying the candidate
patch as a full repair, a partial repair, or a non-repair:
Full repair: The patched program passes all of test cases. For
example, the fragment in Figure 3(a) is a full repair for the
program in Figure 1, since all test cases in Figure 2 pass when
lines 5–10 are replaced with the repair.
Partial repair: The patched program passes all of the
previously passing test cases, and passes a portion of previously
failing test cases. For example, the fragment in Figure 3(b) is a
partial repair for program in Figure 1 because when lines 5–10
are replaced with the repair, while t1, t2, and t3 from Figure 2
continue to pass, and t5 now passes, t4 still fails.
Non-repair: The patched program fails all of the previously
failing test cases, or fails at least one of the previously passing
test cases.

The process of evaluating patches continues until either a
full repair is found or all candidate repairs are evaluated. If
a full repair is not found, SearchRepair can return a partial
repair, as Section IV-B reports.

IV. EVALUATION
This section describes SearchRepair’s evaluation, including

a comparison to three prior tools, GenProg [74], TrpAutoRe-
pair [56], and AE [73]. Section IV-A describes our experimental
set up. Sections IV-B and IV-C evaluate SearchRepair’s
effectiveness at producing repairs and the quality of those
repairs, respectively. Section IV-D presents preliminary results
into a fully automated approach for repairing defects without
requiring the developer to write tests. Finally, Section IV-E
discusses the threats to our experimental validity.

A. Experimental setup
We base our evaluation on the IntroClass benchmark.

IntroClass is intended specifically for evaluating automatic
program repair research [43]. IntroClass is available for
download: http://repairbenchmarks.cs.umass.edu/. In-
troClass consists of 998 defective versions of C programs
submitted by around 200 students for six small C programming
assignments in an introductory undergraduate course. All
defects are made by the students as part of normal development
practices while attempting to complete their assignments. These
998 versions are broken into two (overlapping) sets of defects,
778 that fail tests in instructor-written test suites, and 845 that
fail tests in automatically-generated test suites. Our evaluation
uses the set of 778 defects, described in Figure 6.

Each assignment asks students to write a C program
according to a detailed specification. The students may, at
any time and as often as they wish, commit a version of their
code to a git repository. This saves a potentially defective
version and runs, on a remote server, a set of instructor-written
test cases for the assignment. The testing harness then reports
to the student the number of test cases the program passed and

http://repairbenchmarks.cs.umass.edu/


program defects instructor KLEE
tests tests description

checksum 29 6 10 check sum of a string
digits 91 6 10 digits of a number
grade 226 9 9 grade from score
median 168 7 6 median of three numbers
smallest 155 8 8 smallest of four numbers
syllables 109 6 10 count vowels of a string

total 778 42 53

Fig. 6: The IntroClass dataset, including the number of buggy
versions of each assignment and the associated test suite sizes.

failed, without providing details about the inputs and expected
outputs of those programs. The students also may query an
oracle implementation for the correct output on inputs they
provide. The 778 defects are collected from these submitted
versions by selecting versions that pass at least one and fail at
least one instructor-written test.

The instructor-written test suite is constructed via careful
consideration of the requirements and the input space. Intro-
Class also includes, for each program, a test suite automatically
generated using KLEE [9] to achieve full branch coverage
on an instructor-written oracle program. These additional test
suites support independent high-coverage validation of program
and patch correctness.

Our evaluation attempts to repair the 778 buggy versions
identified by the instructor-written test suite, giving the repair
tools access to that test suite. Test suites are known to be
imperfect [60], and so a repair technique that uses them exclu-
sively to evaluate partial correctness risks breaking undertested
functionality if the resulting patches are insufficiently general.
We use the KLEE test suite to independently validate patch
correctness, evaluating the degree to which patches overfit to
the input test suites, possibly breaking undertested functionality.

Prior work has released baseline experimental results for
GenProg, AE, and TrpAutoRepair on IntroClass is to support
comparative evaluations for new techniques [43], [65]. We use
these experimental results in our comparative evaluation.

We indexed several repositories of code fragments for
SearchRepair. Our overall experimental goal is to evaluate
the feasibility of semantic-search-based program repair. For
most experiments, we index the repository for a given defective
student assignment out of the other students’ buggy assignment
submissions. We explicitly do not include correct submissions
that pass all instructor-written tests. We also investigate a repair
scenario with a database constructed of fragments from the
Linux kernel source code (see Section IV-D). Each database
has at minimum 2,000 fragments to consider for repair.

B. Repair effectiveness
Figure 7 shows how effective each of the four repair

techniques, SearchRepair, GenProg, TrpAutoRepair, and AE,
are at producing patches that pass all of the tests supplied to
the repair technique. (We defer the evaluation of the quality
of these patches until Section IV-C.) SearchRepair repairs 150
(19.3%) of the 778 defective student programs, compared to
GenProg’s 287 (36.9%), TrpAutoRepair’s 247 (31.7%), and
AE’s 159 (20.4%).

program SearchRepair AE GenProg TrpAutoRepair total

checksum 0 0 8 0 29
digits 0 17 30 19 91
grade 5 2 2 2 226
median 68 58 108 93 168
smallest 73 71 120 119 155
syllables 4 11 19 14 109

total repaired 150 159 287 247 778

Fig. 7: Number of defects repaired by each technique. The
total column specifies the total number of defects, and the total
row specifies the total number of repaired defects.

SearchRepair did as well, and as well as the other techniques
on median and smallest, outperformed the other techniques
on grade, and produced some but not many repairs on
syllables. There are two assignments for which SearchRepair
was unable to produce any repairs, checksum and digits.
The checksum assignment is challenging for all the techniques
except GenProg. GenProg has the ability to combine multiple
repairs over the course of an evolutionary search, and checksum

functionality may require multi-edit repairs beyond what can be
provided even at SearchRepair’s higher granularity. However,
Section IV-D describes how using a database of code fragments
from the Linux kernel, SearchRepair was able to repair 18 of
the checksum defects, 17 of which were not be repaired by
any of the other three repair tools. SearchRepair performed
poorly on the digits assignment because this assignment
requires modeling of I/O operation beyond the capability of our
constraint encoder. Extending the semantic search technique to
encode and model such operations will increase SearchRepair’s
ability to handle a wider array of program constructs and thus,
defects. We are encouraged by SearchRepair’s success given
the subset of C language constructs and operations it currently
supports.

SearchRepair is complementary to the other repair tech-
niques. It can repair 20 of the defects that the other three
techniques do not repair. Figure 8 shows a Venn diagram
describing the breakdown of which techniques repaired which
defects. There are 310 total unique defects the tools were able
to repair. Of these, 20 (6.5%) are unique to SearchRepair,
160 (51.6%) can be repaired by at least one other technique
but not by SearchRepair, and 130 (41.9%) can be repaired by
SearchRepair and at least one other technique.

These results suggest that SearchRepair may be complemen-
tary to these other previously-proposed generate-and-validate
techniques. The fact that SearchRepair repairs 20 defects that
the other tools do not suggests that, although SearchRepair
does not repair more defects than the previous tools, it repairs
at least some different defects.

SearchRepair can also automatically identify partial repairs
that address some but not all of the defective behavior (recall
Section III-F). In addition to the defects it repaired fully,
SearchRepair also identified partial repairs for four of the
grade programs.

C. Repair quality
Producing patches that address undesirable behavior is

important, but does not fully address the issue of repair quality.



GenProg
287 (92.6%)

TrpAutoRepair
247 (79.7%)

AE
159 (51.3%)

SearchRepair
150 (48.4%)

20 (6.5%)

32 (10.3%) 1 (0.3%)

2 (0.6%)

0 (0%)

90 (29.0%)

0 (0%)

68 (21.9%)

0 (0%)

52 (16.8%)

0 (0%)

10 (3.2%)

0 (0%)

total: 310 defects fixed

Fig. 8: SearchRepair is the only tool that can repair 20 (6.5%)
of the 310 defects repaired by the four repair techniques. The
other three repair tools can together repair 160 (51.6%) defects
that SearchRepair cannot. The remaining 130 (41.9%) of the
defects can be repaired by SearchRepair and at least one other
tool. (Not shown in the diagram is that 35 (11.3%) of the defects
can be repaired by both GenProg and TrpAutoRepair, and that
0 (0%) of the defects can be repaired by both SearchRepair
and AE.)

One of our main hypotheses in developing SearchRepair is that
program repair via search for human-written routines is likely
to produce higher-quality repairs than prior work has been able
to. We thus use the second, independent test suite that is not
used by the repair process to assess and compare repair quality
between techniques. If a repair passes more of the independent
tests, then it generalizes better to the full specification of the
program, and is thus of higher quality (recall Section II-C).

Figure 9 shows that the quality of the patches produced by
SearchRepair is much higher than that of the other techniques.
SearchRepair-produced patches pass 97.3% of the independent
tests, whereas GenProg-, TrpAutoRepair-, and AE-produced
patches pass only 68.7%, 72.1%, and 64.2% of those tests,
respectively. This supports our hypothesis that using human-
written code at a higher level of granularity than previously
explored produces higher-quality, better-generalizing patches
than do prior techniques.

D. Fully automated repair
Today, automated program repair requires the user to write

a specification, such as a test suite. Because real-life test-suites
are incomplete and imperfect [60], and poor-quality test suites
pose a challenge to program repair [65].

Automated test input generation can perhaps alleviate the
burden of writing extensive tests and may aid automated
program repair, although this requires solving the problem
of producing a test oracle, which we do not address here.
We designed and ran a preliminary experiment to test if
SearchRepair can be used in an automated manner to repair
defects. This experiment had SearchRepair (1) use the KLEE-
generated tests for the defects to simulate a scenario in which
the user had written no tests, and (2) created and used an
indexed database of a random subset of the Linux kernel code
to use as candidate repairs. In this scenario, SearchRepair
was able to repair 18 checksum defects, 17 of which, none
of the other three tools repaired. This result suggests that
SearchRepair is a powerful tool that can be used to search for

SearchRepair GenProg TrpAutoRepair AE
97.3% 68.7% 72.1% 64.2%

Fig. 9: The quality of the patches produced by the four repair
techniques, as measured by the number of independent (not
used for patch generation) tests the patched programs pass.

repairs in large, open-source repositories and be made even
more automated with the use of automated test generation.

E. Threats to validity
IntroClass is composed of short, simple programs and our

results may not generalize to more complex programs. We
mitigate this threat to validity by evaluating on a large number
of such programs, tested by systematically-designed test suites,
programmed by actual novice developers making real mistakes.
The experimental setting is appropriate for the constraints of
our semantic search engine research prototype for C. The
implementation of new constraint encodings for C language
constructs is labor-intensive, and we are confident that adding
new such constructs will improve SearchRepair’s expressive
power. For example, approximation and unrolling can both
extend support to more powerfully encoding loops.

For most of our experiments, the repository is constructed of
closely related programs, in the interest of supporting a scalable
evaluation. For each student-written defect, we excluded from
the repository that student’s assignment solution to avoid giving
the search unfairly correct code. Still, the artificial nature of the
repository construction is a threat to the generality of our results.
Our success on the one case study assignment using fragments
scraped from the Linux kernel supports our hypothesis that the
approach can generalize to broader datasets.

SearchRepair’s repairs may be hard to maintain. Our over-
fitting evaluation suggests that they more generally encode the
desired requirements than the patches produced by competing
techniques, but this measure is only a proxy for quality.

We assume the test cases are sound and complete. That
is, we assume the tests fail when there is a bug and pass
when there is not one. While, in general, this assumption is
flawed, for the scope of the evaluation, it is reasonable. We
mitigate the threat it poses by using two independent test suites
to evaluate SearchRepair output. Applying SearchRepair to a
broader context will likely require us to consider partial fixes
when complete fixes cannot be found. In that case, the partial
fix may be the product of the test suite, and not the code
repository being searched over.

V. RELATED WORK

Code redundancy. Prior work has found that much of software
is both syntactically and semantically redundant [5], [11], [12],
[24]. A study of 6,000 software projects (over 420 million
lines of code) found that large portions of most software
projects are syntactically redundant [24]. Semantically, many
methods can be reconstructed by composing other methods in
the same project [5], [11], [12]. These findings are consistent
with researchers’ observations of code clones [37]. Intuitively,
software projects repeatedly reuse the same common building
block data structures and methods as other projects, and
often reimplement this functionality. This suggests that if
a project contains a method with a bug, other software projects



likely implement a bug-free version of the same or similar
functionality that may be used to produce a repair.
Semantic Code Search. Recently keyword-based searches
have begun to incorporate semantic information for finding
working code examples from the Web [38] or reformulating
queries for concept localization [30]. The search approach
we use for program repair depends on a more structured
specification. Prior semantic code search has used formal
specifications [27], [53], [77] and test cases [55], [58]. Formal
specifications allow precise and sound matching but must be
written by hand, which is difficult and error-prone. Test cases
are more lightweight but, prior to our work, required the code
to be executed and could not identify partial matches.
Code Synthesis. Code can be synthesized using input-output
examples, written in a domain-specific language [29], using
predefined components [34], or based on a high-level behavioral
description [4]. Recent approaches use context from a debugger
to show where in a program synthesis should occur [26].
While effective in that domain, synthesis-based approaches
are limited by the solver’s ability to enumerate and test all
possible combinations of program constructs. In our use of
solvers for semantic search, we instead encode, search over,
and return existing code.
Code transfer. SearchFix uses textual replacement with
variable renaming to insert candidate patches into buggy
programs. This relatively simple procedure is sufficient for
the IntroClass dataset, but more complex programs will likely
require deeper code transfer techniques. Recent advances in
code transfer [6], [62], [63] are complementary to our work
and we expect future versions of SearchRepair to use them.
Program repair. Automated program repair is concerned with
automatically bringing an implementation more in line with
its specification, typically by producing a patch that addresses
a defect as exposed by a specification or a test case. Interest
in this field has expanded substantially over the past decade
to include at least twenty projects since 2009 that involve
some form of repair (e.g., AE [73], AFix [35], ARC [7],
Arcuri and Yao [3], ARMOR [11], and AutoFix-E [52],
[70], Axis [48], BugFix [33], CASC [76], ClearView [54],
Coker and Hafiz [15], Debroy and Wong [18], Demsky and
Rinard [19], DirectFix [49], FINCH [51], GenProg [42],
[74], Gopinath et al. [28], Jolt [10], Juzi [21], Kali [57],
PACHIKA [16], PAR [39], relifix [69], SemFix [50], Sidiroglou
and Keromytis [61], TrpAutoRepair [56], etc.). Section II-B
has discussed the differences between generate-and-validate and
correct-by-construction repair. The approach behind SearchRe-
pair bridges the gap between these two repair approaches, in a
similar vein as SemFix [50], which uses learned constraints to
guide component-based synthesis of repair code. SearchRepair
is more general in the types of defects it can repair than SemFix,
which specifically targets defective predicates and defective
assignments. SearchRepair can also use databases of human-
written code, broadening the granularity of the changes that
can be found and applied to beyond one line. This may impact
readability, maintainability, or generalizability of the resulting
code, as we observed in our overfitting metrics.

Another way to distinguish between prior work in automated
repair is by the generality of the proposed techniques. Some
approaches target a particular class of bugs, such as buffer over-
runs [64], unsafe integer use in C programs [15], single-variable
atomicity violations [35], deadlock and livelock defects [46],

concurrency errors [47], and data input errors [1]. Other
techniques tackle generic bugs. For example, the ARMOR tool
replaces buggy library calls with different calls that achieve the
same behavior [11], and relifix uses a set of templates mined
from regression fixes to automatically patch generic regression
bugs [69]. Our evaluation has focused on tools that fix generic
bugs, but our methodology can be applied to focused repair
as well. Regardless, such techniques require a mechanism
to specify desired behavior, whether those specifications are
implicit (integer vulnerability patterns), explicit in the form
of formal specifications or annotations (as in AutoFix-E [52],
[70]), test cases (as in GenProg [42], TrpAutoRepair [56],
and other test-case-based generate-and-validate approaches),
or hybrids (as in SemFix [50]). SearchRepair falls into the
latter category, learning specifications over test case behavior
and using that observed behavior to guide repair. We have
demonstrated that its particular approach is orthogonal to other
prior approaches in this space, and that it may provide unique
benefits in terms of the generality of its resulting repairs.

VI. CONTRIBUTIONS
The high source code redundancy in modern software

development practice means that it is very likely that a piece of
code with a defect has been reimplemented correctly elsewhere.
We proposed to take advantage of this observation by using
advances in semantic code search — searching for code based on
a behavioral specification as opposed to a keyword description —
to automatically repair defective programs. We implemented
our approach in SearchRepair, a technique that uses static
analysis to build a searchable database of open-source code
fragments that describes fragment behavior as a set of SMT
constraints, and dynamic analysis to identify candidate faulty
regions in a program and construct characteristic input-output
behavior profiles. SearchRepair uses an SMT constraint solver
to search over the database of code fragments for potential
repairs, maps candidate repair fragments to a buggy context,
and validates the candidate repair using test cases.

We hypothesized that using human-written code to construct
patches and performing repair at a higher granularity level than
prior work offers a unique advantage in creating repairs that
generalize beyond the partial correctness specification encoded
in a test suite. Our evaluation on 778 defects written by novice
developers confirms our hypothesis. SearchRepair-repaired
programs pass, on average, 97.3% of independent tests not used
to construct the repair, whereas GenProg-, TrpAutoRepair-, and
AE-repaired programs pass 68.7%, 72.1%, and 64.2% of the
tests, respectively. Our results suggest that SearchRepair is
complementary to prior approaches, repairing some defects
those approaches cannot, and producing higher-quality repairs.

Overall, SearchRepair’s results strongly suggest more
research is warranted in semantic-search-based repair and
that such approaches may produce patches that drastically
outperform its counterpart techniques in terms of generalizing
to program specifications.
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